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Computational analyses in cognitive neuroscience:
In defense of biological implausibility
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Because cognitive neuroscience researchers attempt to understand the human mind by bridging
behavior and brain, they expect computational analyses to be biologically plausible. In this paper, bio
logically implausible computational analyses are shown to have critical and essential roles in the var
ious stages and domains of cognitive neuroscience research. Specifically,biologically implausible com
putational analyses can contribute to (1) understanding and characterizing the problem that is being
studied, (2) examining the availability of information and its representation, and (3) evaluating and un
derstanding the neuronal solution. In the context of the distinct types of contributions made by certain
computational analyses, the biological plausibility of those analyses is altogether irrelevant. These bio
logically implausible models are nevertheless relevant and important for biologically driven research.

The goal of cognitive neuroscience researchers is to un
cover the cognitive processes that underlie human intelli
gence and the human mind, and not to understand any com
putational entity, per se. Because humans are biological,
neuroscience research and its integration into cognitive the
ory have been the focus of the transition from cognitive sci
ence to cognitive neuroscience (see, e.g., Kosslyn & Koenig,
1992). As a relatively new approach, cognitive neuroscience
is still in the process ofexploring and establishing the various
waysknowledge from differentdomainscan becombinedinto
a more complete and accurate description of cognition. The
foundation and strength of cognitive neuroscience are in
bridging knowledge from different and distinct disciplines.
As the field progresses in its empirical discoveriesand its the
oretical foundations, cognitive neuroscientists are beginning
to realize how the integration of different domains can con
tribute to the overall understanding of the human mind, as
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well as how such an endeavor may be limited and even mis
leading.

Computational analyses I playa major role in cognitive
neuroscience (Dror, 1994). The cognitive neuroscience
community has reconceptualized the role of computa
tional analyses; with the new emphasis and connection to
neuroscience, biological plausibility has been put forth
as a guiding principle in the construction of computa
tional models of cognition. The acceptance of computa
tional investigations has depended on their biological
plausibility- Since cognitive processes are implemented
in the brain, any model of these processes that is biolog
ically implausible must be incorrect. Inthis light, compu
tational analyses need to conform to the known principles
by which the nervous system operates and, specifically,
to the neural underpinnings of the process being studied
(see, e.g., Bower, 1990; Crick, 1989; Gluck & Thomp
son, 1987; Grossberg, 1987). Thus, if a model is biolog
ically implausible, then it should be rejected prima facie.

Discussions on computational analyses within cogni
tive neuroscience have adopted this point of view as a
basic framework and have focused on whether specific
analyses are biologically plausible or not. The view that
computational models must be biologically plausible
seems to have been adopted a priori by the majority ofre
searchers who try to understand the computations in the
brain that underlie cognition. Cognitive neuroscience re
searchers who have been criticized on the grounds ofthe
biological implausibility of their computational analyses
have creatively defended their work by trying to show
that their models are nevertheless biologically plausible.
By doing so, they have embraced and strengthened their
critics' point of view that biological implausibility re
jects the possible contribution of their analyses.
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To illustrate this framework, let us look at a certain class
of models as a case study. The biological implausibility
of the backpropagation learning algorithm has been the
grounds for criticizing a variety ofmodels (see, e.g., Ai
zawa, 1992; Bugmann, 1997; Crick, 1989; Crick & Asa
numa, 1986; Grossberg, 1987; O'Reilly, 1996; Thompson
& Gluck, 1990). Trying to justify their models, research
ers have responded to such criticism by arguing that (1) al
though backpropagation is not literally and actually ap
plied in the brain, it reflects the same algorithm used by
the brain (e.g., Mazzoni, Andersen, & Jordan, 1991; Zip
ser & Andersen, 1988); (2) although the learning algo
rithm is implausible as a learning algorithm for the ner
vous system, the final configuration of the network is
biologically plausible, and the fact that it was derived in
an implausible way does not detract from the final "ma
ture" model (e.g., Kettner, Marcario, & Port, 1993; Lehky
& Sejnowski, 1988); (3) a single unit in the network is
not analogous to a single neuron in the brain; ifthe back
flow ofinformation is transmitted as normal activity con
veyed through back projection (rather than through the
axon itself), then it could be carried out by the brain
(e.g., Rumelhart, 1990); or alternatively, a single unit in
the network stands for a population of neurons (e.g.,
Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992, p. 43); (4) although it may not
be biologically plausible, it is functionally equivalent to, or
can be modified into, one that is (e.g., Jordan, Flash, &
Arnon, 1994; Murre, 1992; Schmajuk & DiCarlo, 1992);
(5) it is a simplified, stripped-down version of the brain
(e.g., Sejnowski, 1986); and (6) the criticism is un
founded, and the learning algorithm is biologically plau
sible (e.g., Levin, 1991).

All of these arguments have presupposed that biolog
ically implausible models cannot contribute to the under
standing ofhuman and animal cognition, and hence have
no place in cognitive neuroscience. Such discussions are
not limited to a specific class of models or to a certain
computational approach. Indeed, this criticism has been
applied to all types of computational models.

Computational models have been characterized as fall
ing along a continuum ofbiological plausibility, from re
alistic to simplistic. Realistic models remain strictly ad
herent to the known properties of the nervous system, as
exemplified by Mead's (1989) artificial retina chips,
whereas simplistic models make generalizations and
simplifications. Models are often evaluated by how
closely they adhere to the nervous system; models that
are more realistic are considered more viable and to have
more explanatory power in cognitive neuroscience.

In this paper, we question the position that the legiti
macy and value ofcomputational models necessarily de
pends on their biological plausibility, and we argue in de
fense of biologically implausible computational models
and analyses. We show that even cognitive neuroscientists
and other researchers that may be biologically driven can
benefit from biologically implausible models. We argue
not only in defense of simplistic models, but also (and
mainly) for computational investigations that are com
pletely divorced, in practice and in theory, from any aspect

of the nervous system. By doing so, we show that even
in the most extreme dissociation from biology, compu
tational models can still be relevant and contribute to un
derstanding the biological system and the cognitive pro
cesses it computes. Although biologically plausible
computational analyses are critical for cognitive neuro
science, we show that biologically implausible models
have also made meaningful contributions to our under
standing of human and animal brain processes. Further
more, we illustrate that biologically implausible compu
tational analyses are necessary because one cannot
completely understand the process that is being studied
by considering only the mechanism that is implemented
in the brain. We argue that in the context of the specific
types of contributions that such models make, the bio
logical perspective is altogether irrelevant.

To consider the role of biologically implausible com
putational analyses in cognitive neuroscience, we first
need to examine its foundations. Cognitive neuroscience
is distinct from biopsychology and neuroscience proper.
In the latter, computational analyses-or to be more pre
cise, neuromodeling-are focused solely on mimicking
the biological functions of the nervous system. The aim
of such disciplines and their models is limited to the bio
logical scope, and hence it may be justified to exclude
models that are biologically implausible from those
disciplines. In contrast, cognitive neuroscience has a
broader scope, one in which cognition and mind are
intertwined with research about the biological brain.
However, by itselfthis does not necessitate the acceptance
of biologically implausible models. The conceptualiza
tion of the cognitive neuroscience framework establishes
the role of computational analyses, which in turn deter
mines the acceptance or rejection of biologically im
plausible models. As presented in this paper, the founda
tions of cognitive neuroscience are open to different
interpretations in this matter.

Wewill start with observations on Marr's (1982) highly
influential approach to understanding complex informa
tion processing systems. Then we will describe Kosslyn's
(Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992) conceptualization of the dif
ferent domains that contribute to our understanding of
the human mind and brain. Both approaches contribute
greatly to the foundations ofcognitive neuroscience. Al
though their basic frameworks are very similar and in
clude comparable components, they present a somewhat
different mode of interaction and integration between
those components. This difference puts computational
analyses in a different light and has far-reaching impli
cations for the validity and role of biologically implau
sible computational analyses in cognitive neuroscience.

THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE
FRAMEWORK AND THE ROLE OF

COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSES WITHIN IT

Marr (1982) described three levels ofanalysis that are
needed in order to understand complex information pro
cessing machines: (1) The computational theory addresses
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the overall goals of the computation; it examines ques
tions such as, "What is the goal of the computation, and
why is it appropriate?" (p. 25). (2) The representation and
algorithm translates the computational theory into spe
cific computational terms. This level examines the com
putational mechanisms used to map input into output:
"What is the representation for the input and output, and
what is the algorithm for the transformation?" (p. 25).3
(3) The hardware implementation level introduces the
biological manifestation of the computational analysis
for the first time; this level examines how the computa
tional analysis can be "realized physically" (p. 25).

Mart's (1982) three levels ofanalysis approach has in
fluenced many computational researchers and has had a
very strong impact in forming cognitive neuroscience. The
importance ofMart's view, in the context of this paper, is
that the analyses that are needed for understanding in
formation processing are conceived as levels within a hi
erarchy: computational theory at the top, representation
and algorithm at the center, and hardware implementa
tion at the bottom.

Although the three levels depend on each other, they are
not completely determined by the other levels. Rather,
higher levels define the framework for, and are constrained
by, the lower levels. As Marr (1982) stated, "These three
levels are coupled, but only loosely. The choice of an al
gorithm is influenced, for example, by what it has to do
and the hardware in which it has to run" (p. 25). That is,
although the levels are only loosely coupled because
there is a one-to-many relation between higher and lower
levels (i.e., a single algorithm may be implemented in a
variety of different types of hardware), they are coupled
together because what is defined at the higher levels must
be supportable by the lower levels (i.e., the algorithm
needs to be one that can be carried out with the available
hardware). Hence, the computational investigations at
the level of representation and algorithm must be bio
logically plausible.

Following Marr's (1982) approach, many cognitive
neuroscientists have adopted a framework whereby com
putational analyses that are biologically implausible are
viewed as making no contribution to the understanding
of human and animal cognition. If they are biologically
implausible, then they cannot contribute to the understand
ing of the biological entity; that is, they are automatically
refuted as viable options and are dismissed. To use Marr's
terms, computational analyses that cannot be realized
physically at the hardware implementation level have no
place in the hierarchy needed to understand information
processing.

The view that computational models must be biologi
cally plausible seems to have been adopted a priori by
the majority ofresearchers who try to understand the com
putations in the brain that underlie cognition. Cognitive
neuroscience researchers who have been attacked on the
grounds of the biological implausibility of their compu
tational analyses have creatively defended their work by

trying to show its possible biological plausibility (see
specific examples in the introduction).

Using a perspective comparable to that ofMarr (1982),
Kosslyn and Koenig (1992) developed the wet mind ap
proach as a foundation for cognitive neuroscience. How
ever, their description is not composed of a hierarchy in
which higher levels build on lower levels. Instead, Koss
lyn and Koenig described the relationship as a "Cogni
tive Neuroscience Triangle" (p. 49). Behavior, in their con
ception, is placed at the top because the ultimate goal of
our science is to understand behavior. At the other vertices
are computational analyses and computer models, and
neurophysiology and anatomy. This way ofthinking about
the field illustrates that, while the three disciplines work
relatively independently, they all may draw upon and con
tribute to one another.

Following Kosslyn and Koenig's (1992) framework, a
new notion ofcomputational analyses may emerge. Com
putational analyses do not necessarily have to be biolog
ically plausible. However, Kosslyn and Koenig did not
pursue this notion and proceeded, as have many others,
to emphasize biologically plausible models. As Kosslyn
and Koenig stated, "The goal of computational analyses
and computer modeling is not merely to fathom any pos
sible way in which the behavior could be produced; in
stead, we want to know how a device with the structure
and properties ofthe brain could generate the behavior"
(p. 50, original emphasis).

The critical contribution and importance ofbiologically
plausible computational analyses is self-evident, and we
do not wish in any way to understate the value ofbiolog
ically plausible models. However, we think it is critically
important to legitimize and support the construction of
biologically implausible models within the cognitive
neuroscience community that researches the brain
behavior aspects of the mind. As we hope to demon
strate, biologically implausible models are an integral
part of cognitive neuroscience. The computational level
does not need to be restricted by the biological domain.
For some types ofcontributions, the biology is important
in guiding and constraining computational models, but
for other types ofcontributions, the analyses do not need
to be biologically plausible and should not be discussed in
relation to biology.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF
BIOLOGICALLY IMPLAUSIBLE

COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSES TO
COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE

Understanding and Characterizing the Problem
Regardless of their biological plausibility, computa

tional analyses can provide important insights into un
derstanding and characterizing the problem being stud
ied. Cognitive neuroscientists explore how the brain
solves very complex computational problems. A key fac
tor in the attempt to understand the brain is a better un-
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derstanding of the problems that the system encounters
and resolves. Computational analyses that lead to such an
understanding of the problems are very important, and
their biological plausibility is irrelevant to their contri
bution. The mere question of whether they are biologi
cally plausible reflects a basic misconception of the
models and their contributions. Such confusion is caused
by viewing the computational analyses as belonging to a
category that needs to mirror (or at least relate to) biology.
The very question of if (and how much, and in what
sense) the model is biologically tenable is derived from
conceptualizing the models in an incorrect context ofthe
types of contributions they make (see Ryle, 1949, for
discussion of such mistakes). In the context of the spe
cific contribution of these analyses (see examples
below), the biological dimension is irrelevant.

Many different types ofcomputational analyses can be
used to explore and characterize problems. These analyses
include, for example, examining whether a problem is
composed ofcomputationally distinct subproblems. Bio
logically implausible computational investigations, such
as the "split network" and "modular architecture" tech
niques, have been used to examine the computational com
patibility of"what" and "where" tasks in visual processing
(R. A. Jacobs, Jordan, & Barto, 1991; Rueckl, Cave, &
Kosslyn, 1989) and categorical and coordinate spatial judg
ments (Kosslyn, Chabris, Marsolek, & Koenig, 1992).

In the split network technique, a problem is computed
by a single undifferentiated network and by a split net
work within which the problem is decomposed into sub
problems. Comparing the performance efficiency of the
two networks reveals whether the problem was composed
of computationally distinct subproblems: If the problem
was computationally a single problem, then the undif
ferentiated network would outperform the split network
due to positive crosstalk between the training examples.
Incontrast, ifthe problem is composed from distinct com
putational subproblems, then the undifferentiated net
work would suffer from negative crosstalk while the split
network would allow specialization for each computa
tional subproblem, and thus the split network would out
perform the undifferentiated network (for more details,
see Rueckl et aI., 1989). Not only is this type ofcompu
tational analysis biologically implausible because it uses
backpropagation, but also, its basic format for encoding
information and its architectural topology make it virtu
ally dissociated from what we know about the underlying
biology. For example, only a few units in the model are
used to reflect the computations that underlie an entire
cerebral hemisphere; the transformation of the image
input to activation vectors does not encode information
through the use of receptive fields or visual-spatial fil
ters. The goal of the modular architecture technique is
similar to that of the split network technique. However,
in this technique the network itself divides the problem
into distinct subproblems, rather then an a priori division
by the experimenter. This is achieved by a gating network

that moderates competition for learning between different
modules (for more details, see R. A. Jacobs et aI., 1991).

The results of such analyses are very important in cog
nitive neuroscience research; if a problem is composed
ofdistinct computational subproblems, then its processing
probably involves distinct cognitive modules and neuronal
substrates. Indeed, visual processing is divided between
the dorsal visual pathway (the "where" system) and the
ventral visual pathway (the "what" system). The biolog
ically implausible computational analyses helped explain
and characterize the problem and contributed to the un
derstanding of the biological system and the theory of vi
sual processing (see, e.g., Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992).

There are a wide variety of other types of computa
tional analyses that can help explain and characterize
problems. For example, problems can be classified by
their level ofcomputational complexity. Such a classifi
cation establishes a hierarchy ofcomplexity that reflects
qualitative or quantitative distinctions. A qualitative hier
archy classifies the computational complexity ofproblems
by the type of mechanism that is required to compute
their underlying computations. A quantitative hierarchy
classifies the computational complexity of problems by
the amount of effort required to carry out the computa
tions. Hence, a qualitative hierarchy is based on the dif
ferences in the structural mechanisms that are needed to
compute the problems, whereas a quantitative hierarchy
is based on the number ofsteps that are needed to perform
the computations using a general computing mechanism,
such as a Turing machine (see, e.g., Lewis & Papadim
itriou, 1981).

An example ofa qualitative hierarchy is the complexity
oflanguages. Here, the distinction between each level in
the hierarchy reflects a structural difference in the mech
anism required to perform the computations underlying
that language (Chomsky, 1956, 1962). Inorder ofincreas
ing complexity are regular languages, context-free lan
guages, context-sensitive languages, and recursively
enumerable languages. For the regular languages, the
mechanism of the finite automata is sufficient for dealing
with their complexity, the context-free languages require
a pushdown automaton, the context-sensitive languages
require a linear bounded automaton, and the recursively
enumerable languages require a Turing machine. An ex
ample ofa quantitative hierarchy is a classification of lan
guages by the number of steps required by a Turing ma
chine to carry out their underlying computations-for
example, whether a language is decideable in a polynomial
time bound, or whether certain conceptualizations of vi
sual search can be computed in polynomial time (see dis
cussion on visual search below).

The computational analyses of languages and their
classification in a hierarchy ofcomputational complexity
enable one to gain an important understanding of the
problem domain. The hierarchy not only gives a wider
context that is insightful, but it also elucidates the com
putational characteristics of the problem we are trying to
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explore. In this context, whether a certain type ofmech
anism is biologically plausible or not is altogether irrel
evant. The computational analysis ofthe problem and its
place within the complexity hierarchy are intended to
help us understand and characterize the problem domain
as well as the specific problem we are investigating. These
mechanisms are used as a tool for computational analy
ses, and they are capable of achieving that goal regard
less of the biological facts.

In the domain of language, such hierarchies have not
only established one of the bases for researching and un
derstanding languages, but have also raised important
questions about the characteristics of natural languages
and their usage. Questions such as, "Are natural languages
regular, context free, context sensitive, or recursively
enumerable?" were raised only after computational analy
ses that are disconnected from the biological facts pro
vided an important framework for understanding and char
acterizing languages (e.g., Moyne, 1985). Then questions
about their usage may follow-for example, why certain
sentences that are computationally correct (for instance,
sentences with triple-center embedding) are nevertheless
not used by English speakers.

The use of computational complexity analysis is not
limited to the study of language, but it is applicable to a
wide variety ofcognitive domains. Tsotsos (1990, 1991)
has applied computational complexity analysis to the
study of visual search. He has demonstrated that "con
siderations about the computational complexity of the
perceptual task are critical and lead directly to 'hard' con
straints on the architecture of visual systems, both bio
logical and computational" (Tsotsos, 1990, p. 424).

Tsotsos (1990) examined the computational complex
ity involved in visual search-that is, searching a visual
input for a target item. The biological system seems to
compute this type of search on a regular basis and with
great ease. Laboratory experiments that examine visual
search measure the time participants require to detect
targets in a visual display.When a target is defined by con
junction ofmore than one feature, response time may in
crease linearly with the number of items in the display.
However,when a target is defined by a single feature (such
as color), response time may be constant and indepen
dent of the number of items in the display; the target item
is said to "pop out" immediately (e.g., Treisman & Ge
lade, 1980; Treisman & Gormican, 1988).

Tsotsos's (1990) complexity analysis showed that a
bounded visual search task-where the target is explic
itly provided in advance-is computationally linear. An
unbounded visual search task-where the target is im
plicitly expressed (e.g., when it is defined by its relations
to other stimuli in the display,such as "the odd one out")
is inherently NP complete, regardless of implementation
(for details, see Tsotsos, 1990). In other words, the com
putational complexity analysis showed that in this case
the task is intractable; that is, it cannot be computed in
polynomial time because the time requirements are ex
ponential functions of the problem length. In any case,
the performance of participants on a variety of visual

search tasks presented apparent contradictions between
the pattern ofperformance and the pattern ofunderlying
computational operations needed to perform the task.
Thus, the biological system (or any other system) does
not conduct visual search, as was previously assumed.
This prima facie contradiction focused attention on what
visual search is, and forced researchers to rethink what
it encompasses. Resolving the contradiction eventually
required reshaping what visual search encompasses
through the inclusion of a host of approximations and
optimizations as well as architectural constraints (for
more details, see Tsotsos, 1990).

This example shows that computational theory (in this
case computational complexity analysis) can be used in
a meaningful and important way to explore a problem. In
our example, Tsotsos (1990) showed a mismatch between
the complexity of the problem and the computational re
sources, forcing researchers to rethink and reconceptu
alize the problem so as to achieve a match between the
problem and the resources that solve it. The computa
tional complexity analysis itself is divorced and detached
from the biology, but nevertheless has played a role in
understanding and deciphering what visual search is and
what it encompasses.

Most of the computational analyses discussed in this
paper can be categorized as being either biologically plau
sible or biologically implausible. However, other compu
tational analyses-such as certain computational com
plexity analyses discussed earlier, and sequential sampling
models (see Dror, Busemeyer, & Basola, in press)-are
computational tools that examine processes without re
gard to the biology. This type of computational analysis
can be argued to be neither biologically plausible nor bi
ologically implausible. They can be characterized as
being "nonplausible" or aplausible in reference to biol
ogy; that is, they transcend the biological plausibility
issue rather than being implausible per se. The important
point in the context of our argument is that although
these models may be disconnected from the biological
facts, they are nevertheless important in cognitive neu
roscience research.

Our broad claim is that for certain contributions, even
to biologically driven research, the relation of the mod
els to biology (be it contradictory or altogether irrelevant)
is not the issue because the type of contribution that the
model makes transcends the biological perspective. In
the specific section above, we have shown that biologi
cally implausible computational analyses (in one case
analyses that contradict biological facts, and in another
case analyses that disregard the biological facts) can still
play an important role in understanding and characteriz
ing the problem being studied. This type of understand
ing is an important stage in deciphering the operation of
the brain and the cognitive processes it computes.

Examining the Availability of Information
and its Representation

Computational analyses can examine the availability
of information and its representation. This step is critical
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for understanding and exploring any cognitive phenom
enon. The biological plausibility of such analyses does
not hinder or strengthen the results of these analyses.
Again, the mere question of whether such analyses are
biologically plausible reflects a basic misconception of
the models and their contributions.

Pattern recognition, in its many variations, encompasses
a large portion ofthe research in cognitive neuroscience.
As an illustration of our claim, we will demonstrate how
computational analyses (regardless of biological plausi
bility) can contribute to the understanding of the under
lying mechanism used by echo locating bats to recognize
3-D objects on the basis of sonar sounds.

Bats use sonar sounds to navigate and capture prey in
the dark. The behavior ofbats in nature and in laboratory
experiments shows that the shape oftargets is encoded in
sonar sounds (see, e.g., Busnel & Fish, 1980; Griffin,
Friend, & Webster, 1965; Simmons et al., 1974). How
ever, sonar sounds have many different dimensions (am
plitude changes, frequency composition, cross-correla
tion between the emitted sound and the returning echo,
and so on). It was not clear which dimension carries the
information about the shape of targets. Furthermore,
based on behavioral and neurophysiological research, a
variety ofmodels have been proposed to explain the bio
logical sonar system ofbats. The various models assume
that relevant information is encoded in different dimen
sions of the sound. For example, Miller and Pedersen
(1988) proposed that the amplitude envelope is used for
the perception of complex targets; Schmidt (1992) pro
posed that a frequency analysis is used; Simmons, Moss,
and Ferragamo (1990) proposed that the bat operates as
an ideal receiver by performing the neural equivalent of
a cross-correlation of the emitted sounds and the return
ing echoes. Computational analyses can examine what
information is available in the different dimensions of
sound, and hence provide an important framework for
sonar models. Such analyses can further guide and con
strain neuroscience research.

Dror, Zagaeski, and Moss (1995) used a biologically
implausible computational analysis to examine the avail
ability of information about the shape of 3-D targets in
the different dimensions of sonar sounds. In their study,
they recorded sonar echoes from 3-D shapes in a variety
oforientations. The sonar echoes were given to a number
of identical neural networks that were required to learn
to recognize the shapes regardless of orientation and to
generalize and recognize the shapes in novel orientations.
Each network received an identical set of examples in
which each sonar sound was digitized as a 240-element
input vector. However, the representational formats used
for the sonar sounds differed in the various networks. For
example, in one network the analog sonar sounds were
digitized to process the power spectrum of the sound; in
another network, the amplitude waveform was processed
and represented; in yet another network, the input was
based on a cross-correlation function (for more details,
see Dror et aI., 1995). By examining the performance of

the various networks, one could assess the availability of
shape information in the different dimensions of sonar
sounds. Specifically, Dror et al. (1995) found that the spec
trogram representation is the most efficient in conveying
shape information and that the information is redun
dantly encoded in the lower (25.7-51.5 kHz) and higher
(51.5- 95.6 kHz) ultrasonic frequencies (corresponding
to the first and second harmonics emitted by the big
brown bat, Eptesicusfuscus).

This computational analysis assessed the availability
of shape information in sonar sounds and has been suc
cessfully applied to a variety ofpattern recognition tasks
(see Dror, Florer, Rios, & Zagaeski, 1996). The fact that
such information is explicitly and easily available in one
dimension of the sonar sounds and not in others does not
prove that the biological sonar system utilizes the com
putationally efficient dimension. However, the computa
tionally efficient dimension is a good place to start look
ing at the biosonar ofbats, and thus it guides and suggests
further research. Moreover, even ifthe biological system
does not use the computationally efficient dimension,
the implausible computational analysis still has an im
portant role in studying the biological system. For ex
ample, it raises the question ofwhy the biological system
did not utilize the dimension of the sound that most eas
ily carries shape information. The computational analysis
furthermore demonstrates the type ofextra computations
that may be involved in processing the less computa
tionally efficient sonar sound dimensions.

The Dror et al. (1995) network was biologically im
plausible; not only did it not make any explicit or implicit
connection to anything we know about the bat physiol
ogy, but also the network used a simple feed-forward ar
chitecture and used backpropagation as its learning algo
rithm. Although the network was biologically implausible,
it nevertheless was able to contribute to the study of bi
ological sonar systems used by echolocating bats. The
computer model, regardless of its biological plausibility,
was able to examine the availability of shape information
in the different dimensions ofsound. How information is
encoded and represented, and what information is avail
able, are critical pieces ofresearch data needed for cogni
tive neuroscience studies. A computational tool that can
examine such issues must be an integral part of cognitive
neuroscience research, and its ability to perform such
analyses does not depend on its biological plausibility.

Evaluating and Understanding the Solution
The cognitive system operates to resolve complex in

formation processing problems. The resolution of these
problems is defined by computations that characterize
cognitive modules and their interactions. Underlying the
cognitive modules are neural transformations that map
input to output. We have shown so far that biologically
implausible computational analyses can be used to un
derstand and characterize the problem we are studying
and to examine what information is available and how it
is represented to the system. In this section, we will pre-
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sent the role that computational analyses can play in the
investigation of the actual neural transformations that
underlie cognition (i.e., the solution), even when the
computational analyses are biologically implausible.

In a variety of ways, biologically implausible compu
tational analyses are essential for evaluating and under
standing the solution to a problem. For example, compu
tational models enable an understanding ofthe advantages
and disadvantages ofcertain types of information process
ing schemata. They provide insights into the solution by
unmasking the basic tradeoffs that exist within and be
tween solutions for the problem being studied. Further
more, such computational models establish criteria and
parameters for evaluating and examining the actual neu
ronal solution. In all of these cases, the biologically im
plausible models are essential and work in conjunction
with the biological models. The biologically implausible
models complement the plausible models, enabling a bet
ter understanding, evaluation, and appreciation of them.

To illustrate our point, let us first look at a classroom
example of sorting algorithms (although this example
does not reflect a cognitive or brain process, it is a good
methodological example that is intended to help convey
our theoretical and computational point; later we provide
examples from the cognitive neuroscience literature).
There are many possible methods for sorting, differing in
a variety ofcomputational perspectives, such as their ease
of implementation, resource requirements, and number
ofrequired operations (Dromey, 1982; Press, Teukolsky,
Vetterling, & Flannery, 1992). Because sorting algorithms
will be used in environments with varying demands and
will be implemented by systems that differ in speed and
available resources, some of the algorithms are more ap
propriate than others in different circumstances. A very
brief overview ofsome of these algorithms will illustrate
the importance and necessity of studying a variety of
possible solutions.

In bubble sort, adjacent pairs ofelements are compared,
and if they are out of order their positions are switched.
In this way, "heavy elements sink" rapidly to the bottom
of the list while "light elements bubble up" to the top.
This algorithm requires N2 comparisons and consider
ably more operations in order to completely sort any
given list (where N is the number of items in the list). A
different sorting algorithm, straight insertion, also re
quires N2 comparisons but considerably fewer opera
tions to sort any given list. Here, the first element that is
found to be out of order is subsequently compared with
the remaining items until an insertion point is found.
Comparing these two algorithms reveals that, although
both require the same number ofcomparisons, the straight
insertion algorithm is more efficient because it requires
fewer operations to form the ordered list. Hence, evalu
ating and understanding a sorting algorithm requires ex
amination of not only the number of necessary compar
isons, but also the number of operations needed to form
the ordered list.

The Shell diminishing increment sorting method
works by divide and conquer. In the worst case scenario,
this method will require N 1.5 comparisons, and with a very
large list of random items it will require on average NI.25

comparisons. Other, even faster, sorting algorithms exist
for special cases (e.g., heapsort) and for partitioning the
items to be sorted when the range is known in advance
(e.g., Hoare's method). An examination ofsuch algorithms
reveals a distinction between algorithms that work with
the entire list throughout the processing of the list, and
algorithms that divide the list into sublists. Furthermore,
comparing sorting algorithms reveals that some algorithms
require an identical amount of processing regardless of
the order ofthe initial list, whereas the efficiency ofother
algorithms may depend on the order of the initial list. In
such cases, one algorithm may be better than another on
average, but the latter may drastically outperform the
former when the initial list is given in reverse order.

Using indexing and ranking allows sequential access
to a list without sorting the list, but requires the use of
another array. Although such mechanisms require more
memory, they preserve the initial raw list and are more
efficient. Hence, there is a tradeoff between the use of
additional memory and the efficiency ofthe sorting algo
rithm (for more details on these and other sorting algo
rithms, see Dromey, 1982, and Press et aI., 1992). The
point is clear; mechanisms for sorting can be better under
stood ifone has studied a variety of sorting mechanisms.
It enables a better understanding by means of compari
son and by understanding the different parameters and
tradeoffs.

We chose sorting algorithms to illustrate our point be
cause they are relatively simple and widely used. Next,
we continue with an example from the cognitive neuro
science literature, showing how biologically implausible
computational analyses can contribute to biologically
driven research and explain the role ofthe hippocampus
and neocortex in learning and memory (McClelland, Me
Naughton, & O'Reilly, 1995). Understanding the neural
mechanisms that underlie memory and learning requires
that we ascertain the relative function and role of the dif
ferent neural substrates involved in the acquisition and
storage of knowledge.

The McClelland et al. (1995) analyses revealed a com
putational tradeoffbetween rapid learning and slow con
solidation. Using biologically implausible computational
analyses, they discovered that rapid learning, which takes
place in the hippocampus, enables quick and focused
learning ofnew associations. However, such a mechanism
does not enable the memory system to integrate new
knowledge into existing knowledge structures. Further
more, rapid learning may result in catastrophic interfer
ences (McCloskey & Cohen, 1989), whereby new knowl
edge interferes with what is already known. Conversely,
their biologically implausible computational analyses
showed that interleaved learning, which takes place in the
neocortex, enables the memory system to consolidate new
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knowledge into existing knowledge structures without
interfering with what is already in memory. However, such
interleaved learning requires that learning does not occur
all at once, but that new knowledge be integrated gradu
ally over time. In this case, new knowledge is acquired by
slowly consolidating it into existing prior knowledge.

The McClelland et al. (1995) biologically implausible
analyses provided computational evidence that the hippo
campus and neocortex are not redundant dual storage
mechanisms (where memories are initially stored in du
plicate), but rather they are complementary systems. Ini
tially, knowledge is stored in the hippocampus, enabling
rapid learning and storage ofnew associations. Then, over
time, knowledge is transferred and integrated into the
system in the neocortex, enabling the discovery of regu
larities and incorporation ofnew knowledge into existing
knowledge while avoiding the drawbacks ofrapid learn
ing, such as possible catastrophic interferences (for more
details, see McClelland et al., 1995). McClelland et al.
used a number ofcomputational analyses to demonstrate
this tradeoffand to show that their conclusion was not de
pendent on any specific technique or approach. Hence,
they claimed not only that the critical computational
tradeoffcan be revealed through the use ofa specific bio
logical implausible model (like backpropagation), but
also that a wide variety ofcomputational approaches can
be informative in such computational investigations (re
gardless of their biological plausibility).

The point is that such insights into the neuronal sys
tem that underlies learning and memory can be derived
from biologically implausible computational analyses.
The biologically implausible computational analyses
conducted by McClelland et al. (1995) demonstrated the
fundamental computational tradeoff between learning
rapidly and remembering, and what each one entails, and
how (as well as why) the hippocampus and neocortex are
complementary learning systems.

The theoretically important advances that McClelland
et al. (1995) provided to the understanding of memory
and learning within cognitive neuroscience were made
possible by the use ofbiologically implausible computa
tional models. Thus, biologically driven research has bene
fited from biologically implausible computational analy
ses (and the details of how much and in what sense the
model was implausible are not at all relevant to its con
tributions, since the computational tradeoff it demon
strated does not depend on biological fact; it transcends
the biology perspective altogether).

Another research example where biologically implau
sible modeling has been used in understanding the solu
tion ofthe biological system is in echolocating dolphins.
Dolphins use underwater sonar as a full perceptual modal
ity (Au, 1993). Although they emit multiple successive
sonar clicks, it was not clear how they processed and used
multiple echoes to identify a single target. Furthermore,
there was a question regarding the possible computational
significance of processing multiple echoes instead of
using only a single echo. Moore, Roitblat, Penner, and

Nachtigall (1991) were able to use computational analy
ses to assess the advantage of using multiple echoes in
terms of efficiency (in both time and sampling needs).
Furthermore, they were able to examine the computational
mechanisms and architectures that may be needed to pro
cess multiple successive echoes (e.g., an integrator de
vice that can accumulate information across multiple in
puts, an apparatus that resets the integrator at the end of
an input sequence, and so on). Their work entailed com
putational analyses that characterized the differences be
tween two processing approaches. The computational in
sights from their research are important to understanding
the biological mechanisms used by dolphins to perceive
their environment.

The use ofbiologically implausible models is also im
portant in understanding and evaluating the solutions of
the biological system because it enables researchers to
find and ask the appropriate questions. Biologically im
plausible computational analyses can determine which
is the most efficient model (the simplest model that can
account for the data, defined in terms of the model's fit to
the data, the model's parameters, and the functional form
of the model; for details, see A. M. Jacobs & Grainger,
1994; Myung & Pitt, 1997). This is an important research
tool because it enables researchers to characterize the ef
ficiency of the biological solution; if it diverges from a
more efficient processing approach, then one can ask and
investigate the reason why the biological system imple
mented the mechanism that it did. In this role, the bio
logically implausible analyses can guide and focus cogni
tive neuroscience research. Thus, biologically implausible
investigations not only provide a basis for comparison and
evaluation, but also raise important questions regarding
neuronal function.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Computational analyses playa central role in cognitive
neuroscience. Because cognitive neuroscience aims at
understanding the neuronal system and its cognitive man
ifestation, biological plausibility has been taken for
granted as an a priori criterion for the acceptability ofcom
putational models. In this paper, we question whether bi
ologically driven research cannot greatly benefit from
biologically implausible computational analyses. We de
rive an important and essential role that biologically im
plausible computational investigations have in cognitive
neuroscience.

We argue that computational analyses are important in
understanding and characterizing the problem that is
being studied, in examining the availability of informa
tion and its representation, and in evaluating and under
standing the neuronal solution. The critical point we make
is that, in these contexts, the biological plausibility of
such computational analyses is irrelevant to their contri
butions. We also make the case that biologically implau
sible models are necessary for learning and better under
standing the computations ofthe biological mechanisms.
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The contributions ofthe biologically implausible mod
els discussed in this paper are not intended to cover all the
possible contributions that such models can make to cog
nitive neuroscience. Rather, the paper is aimed at argu
ing that such contributions are possible and are needed.
Furthermore, the examples in this paper illustrate that
such contributions are not limited to one aspect of study
ing cognitive neuroscience, but rather, they can be applic
able to almost every aspect and phase of research. In a
similar way, they illustrate that such contributions are
not limited to one type of computational model or to a
certain cognitive domain.

Not all biologically implausible models are valuable
(likewise, neither are all biologically plausible models
valuable), and their possible contribution does not de
pend on how far they are from biology.Although the value
of biologically plausible models may well depend on
how close they are to the biological system, in the context
of the distinct types of contributions made by the bio
logically implausible models, the biological dimension
is altogether irrelevant.

Since cognitive neuroscience researchers are in the
business ofreverse engineering (Dennett, 1994), it is hard
to always know when biologically implausible (or bio
logically plausible) computational analysis are more
likely to be helpful. As we have shown throughout this
paper, biologically implausible analyses can be helpful
in making certain types of contributions. Furthermore,
biologically implausible analyses are more likely to be
helpful when assumptions and constraints that are pre
sent solely to account for biological facts are ignored.
Conversely, biologically plausible models are likely to
be helpful when specific biological underpinnings have
cognitive implications. However, how can one know
whether certain biological facts are relevant to the cog
nitive process or theory? The answer to this question may
bring us back to biologically implausible models that can
determine the possible significance, or lack thereof, of
certain biological facts for the cognitive level. For exam
ple, Dror (1997) used such analyses to examine whether
age-related cognitive changes arise from computational
adaptations induced by specific biological mechanisms
(for instance, despecialization ofneural substrates to en
able them to compute a wider variety of cognitive pro
cesses), or from higher level strategy changes that are
dissociated from the biological details (for instance, more
on-line processing to decrease the demands on memory).
Another example would be the examination of whether
age-related growth of dendrites has cognitive signifi
cance or whether it is a biological mechanism that has
nothing to do with cognitive processing (Dror & Morgret,
1996). Using a computationally implausible analysis,
Dror and Morgret were able to assess if, and how much,
the decrease of processing power within computational
units can be compensated by adding communication be
tween processing units. The conclusion derived here is the
same conclusion that we have been presenting throughout

the entire paper: Understanding and evaluating the biolog
ical system and the cognitive processes it computes re
quires biologically implausible computational analyses.
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NOTES

I. We use the term computational analyses in its broader meaning. It
refers to conclusions and analyses based on various types ofmodels and
computer simulations. The term biologically implausible computational
analyses is used in this paper to reflect any type ofmodel or simulation,
and analyses of them, in which some aspect is inconsistent with the
known neural underpinnings (see note 2). Throughout this paper, we use
the terms computational analyses, computational models, and compu
tational investigations interchangeably.

2. Biological plausibility (or biological implausibility) depends on
whether the computational analysis is consistent with, and conforms to,
the known biology (or whether it contradicts it). This type ofjudgment
may be highly dependent on the level of resolution at which one exam
ines the biology. Hence, at some very fine level ofresolution, any analy
sis would be inconsistent with some aspect of the biology, and therefore
be biologically implausible. We defend even the most extreme notion of
biological implausibly-that is, cases where the computational analyses
have no connection to biology whatsoever, cases that go beyond the bio
logical plausibility continuum (as we discuss later in the paper).

3. Marr (1982) did not mention computational complexity analyses
as part of the discussion of computational mechanisms at the represen
tation and algorithm level. Tsotsos (1990) noted that this exclusion is sur
prising (p.424); however, we speculate that Marr's exclusion of compu
tational complexity analyses is not an oversight or surprising. Rather, its
exclusion is derived from Marr's assumption of biological plausibility.
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